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Insights from quantum information theory show that correlation measures based on quantum entropy are
fundamental tools that reveal the entanglement structure of multipartite states. In that spirit, Groisman,
Popescu, and Winter [Phys. Rev. A 72, 032317 (2005)] showed that the quantum mutual information
IðA;BÞ quantifies the minimal rate of noise needed to erase the correlations in a bipartite state of quantum
systems AB. Here, we investigate correlations in tripartite systems ABE. In particular, we are interested in
the minimal rate of noise needed to apply to the systems AE in order to erase the correlations between A and
B given the information in system E, in such a way that there is only negligible disturbance on the marginal
BE. We present two such models of conditional decoupling, called deconstruction and conditional erasure
cost of tripartite states ABE. Our main result is that both are equal to the conditional quantum mutual
information IðA;BjEÞ—establishing it as an operational measure for tripartite quantum correlations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.040504
Introduction.—Landauer’s principle states that the
amount of work needed for erasing a memory is propor-
tional to the amount of information stored in the memory
[1]. Motivated by this principle, the correlations of a
bipartite quantum state ρAB shared between two parties
Alice and Bob can be quantified by the amount of noise that
is required to erase the correlations in ρAB. This erasure cost
is closely connected to the thermodynamical cost of erasing
the correlations [2], which in turn is part of the larger
context of the physics of erasure (see, e.g., Refs. [3–6]). In a
model of Groisman, Popescu, and Winter [2,7], Alice is
allowed to pick a free ancilla, in the form of an already
decoupled state θA0 , and then applies a unitary randomizing
channel
ΛAA0 ð·Þ ≔
1
M
XM
i¼1
UiAA0 ð·ÞðUiAA0 Þ†; ð1Þ
where the noise injected into the system comes from
averaging over the unitaries. The goal is for the resulting
state to become close to a product state (or, in other words,
decoupled)
F(ΛAA0 ðρAB ⊗ θA0 Þ; πA0A ⊗ ρB) ≥ 1 − ε; ð2Þ
where πAA0 is a maximally mixed state on a subspace of
AA0. Here, the action of the channel ΛAA0 on systems AA0B
is understood as ΛAA0 ⊗ IB, where IB denotes the identity
channel, and the fidelity between states ξ and χ is given by
Fðξ; χÞ ≔ ½Trð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃχp ξ ﬃﬃﬃχpp Þ2. We note that the use of the
ancilla is catalytic in the sense that the system A0 has to stay
decoupled from B (at least approximately), but potentially
makes the erasure process more efficient [8]. The main
result of Groisman, Popescu, and Winter [2], (Thm. 1) is
that the minimal rate of unitaries needed in the limit of
many copies ρ⊗nAB and vanishing error ε → 0 is given by the
quantum mutual information (QMI)
1
n
logM → IðA;BÞρ ≔ HðAÞρ þHðBÞρ −HðABÞρ;
with the quantum entropy of a state ηX on systemX given by
HðXÞη ≔ −Tr½ηX log ηX. Thus, we can conclude that the
QMI is equal to the amount of noise needed for correlation
destruction between systems A and B. The result gives an
information-theoretic justification for the diverse use of the
QMI as a correlation measure in quantum physics. For
instance, it is a stepping stone in a quantitative understanding
ofdecoupling, a central concept both in quantum information
theory and in physics in general, with implications ranging
from the black-hole information paradox [9–11] to area laws
in quantum many-body systems [12].
Conditional measures of correlations.—Here, we aim to
quantify the correlations in a tripartite quantum state ρABE. A
measure that is (informally) understood as quantifying the
correlations betweenA andB from the perspective of system
E is the conditional quantum mutual information (CQMI)
IðA;BjEÞρ ≔ IðAE;BÞρ − IðE;BÞρ: ð3Þ
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The CQMI is always non-negative IðA;BjEÞρ ≥ 0, an
entropy inequality known as strong subadditivity [13].
The mentioned informal interpretation of the CQMI can
bemade precise, as it characterizes the resource requirements
of the task of quantum state redistribution [14] and plays an
important role in hypothesis testing of conditional correla-
tions [15–17]. The conditional mutual information is also an
essential quantity in various areas of physics such as
condensed matter physics [18,19], high energy physics
[20,21], thermodynamics [22], and complex and neuronal
systems [23]. The CQMI is closely related to another
conditional measure of correlations [24], the fidelity of
recovery (FoR) [25]
FðA;BjEÞρ ≔ sup
RE→AE
F(ρABE;RE→AEðρBEÞ);
where the supremum is with respect to all recovery channels
RE→AE. The connection of the FoR to the CQMI was only
understood very recently in a series of works refining our
understanding of multipartite quantum correlations, which
began with [26], (Thm. 5.1)
IðA;BjEÞρ ≥ − logFðA;BjEÞρ: ð4Þ
This shows that the CQMI is a witness to quantum
Markovianity: if it is small, then we can understand the
correlations betweenA andB as beingmediated by systemE
via the local recovery channelRE→AE. In analogy to theQMI
and as a refinement thereof, the CQMI is the basis of various
correlationmeasures in quantum physics. For example, it is a
key concept in condensed matter physics, as the CQMI of
three regions with a nontrivial topology gives the topological
entanglement entropy of the system [27,28]. Also in high-
energy physics, it has emerged as an important tool to
understand the irreversibility of renormalization flow [29].
Deconstruction of quantum correlations.—We note from
Eq. (3) that it is easy to see that the Groisman, Popescu, and
Winter result can be invoked to say that IðA;BjEÞρ
quantifies the additional cost to erase correlations between
A and BE rather than just between A and E. What has been
missing so far, however, is a direct operational interpreta-
tion of the CQMI as a correlation measure in terms of
quantum Markovianity. We now present exactly such an
interpretation by extending the model of Groisman,
Popescu, and Winter to incorporate a conditioning system
E. We start with a tripartite quantum state ρABE and suppose
that Alice holds AE and Bob B. The task we want to
accomplish is more delicate than just the total destruction of
correlations between Alice and Bob. Namely, we are
interested in the minimum rate of noise that Alice needs
to apply to her systems such that (i) the resulting system A
is locally recoverable from the E system alone, and (ii) the
correlations between E and B are only negligibly disturbed.
We call the task a state deconstruction protocol, whose
aim is to deconstruct (literally, to break into constituent
components) the correlations in ρABE. More precisely, a
deconstruction protocol for ρABE is given by an already
deconstructed, decoupled ancilla state θA0 , and a unitary
randomizing channel
ΛAA0Eð·Þ ≔
1
M
XM
i¼1
UiAA0Eð·ÞðUiAA0EÞ†; ð5Þ
such that for the resulting state
ωAA0BE ≔ ΛAA0EðρABE ⊗ θA0 Þ; ð6Þ
the above conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled
FðAA0;BjEÞω ≥ 1 − ε & FðωBE; ρBEÞ ≥ 1 − ε: ð7Þ
A graphical depiction is presented in Fig. 1. The use of the
ancilla system A0 is again catalytic in the sense that it is part
of the output register and thus has to stay deconstructed
with respect to BE (at least approximately). We call the
minimal rate of unitaries needed in the limit of many copies
ρ⊗nABE and vanishing error ε → 0 the deconstruction cost of
ρABE, denoted by DðA;BjEÞρ.
Conditional erasure of quantum correlations.—
Alternatively, we can replace the local recoverability
condition in Eq. (7) with the stronger condition
FðωAA0BE; πAA0 ⊗ ωBEÞ ≥ 1 − ε; ð8Þ
where πAA0 denotes a maximally mixed state on a subspace
of AA0. By choosing the local recovery channel as
RE→AA0Eð·Þ ¼ ð·Þ ⊗ ωAA0 we see that this new condition
(8) surely implies the local recoverability condition in
Eq. (7). The conditional erasure cost of ρABE, denoted by
CðA;BjEÞρ, is then defined as the corresponding minimal
rate of unitaries needed in the limit of many copies ρ⊗nABE
and vanishing error ε → 0. Thus, we have by definition
CðA;BjEÞρ ≥ DðA;BjEÞρ.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. Depiction of (a) a state deconstruction protocol ΛAA0E
with ancilla θA0 for ρABE along with (b) the conditions of local
recoverability FðAA0;BjEÞω ≥ 1 − ε and negligible disturbance
FðωBE; ρBEÞ ≥ 1 − ε.
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Conditional decoupling.—Our models for deconstruc-
tion and conditional erasure extend the decoupling
approach to quantum information theory [30–33] to a
conditional version. While first conceived in the context
of quantum channel [34] and source coding [30], the
decoupling technique has numerous applications in areas
as different as cryptography [35], quantum thermodynam-
ics [36,37], black hole radiation [9–11], or many body
quantum physics [12]. Our models for deconstruction and
conditional erasure extend this paradigm in the following
sense. In conditional erasure, Alice does not want to erase
all her correlations with Bob’s system B but only decouple
her system A from B conditioned on the information she
holds in system E, thereby not disturbing the correlations
between E and B. This negligible disturbance condition is
critical: Alice and Bob might want to use their systems E
and B, respectively, for some later quantum information
processing task, so that keeping the correlations intact is
essential for the systems to be useful later on. The condition
also highlights an essential difference between a semi-
classical and fully quantum state deconstruction protocol:
in the case that the system E is classical, the negligible
disturbance condition is not necessary because one could
always observe the value without causing any disturbance
to it. However, in the quantum case, the uncertainty
principle forbids us from taking a similar action, so that
it is necessary for a fully quantum state deconstruction
protocol to proceed with a greater sleight of hand.
Main result.—It is the goal of this Letter to show that
both the deconstruction cost as well as the conditional
erasure cost are given by the CQMI.
Theorem 1.—For any tripartite quantum state ρABE,
DðA;BjEÞρ ¼ IðA;BjEÞρ ¼ CðA;BjEÞρ:
Thus, our result assigns a new physical meaning to the
CQMI, in terms of an erasure or thermodynamical task that
generalizes Landauer’s original scenario as well as the
erasure of correlations scenario of Groisman, Popescu, and
Winter. The CQMI has many properties that are useful for a
conditional measure of correlations. Amongst them are the
duality property IðA;BjRÞρ ¼ IðA;BjEÞρ for a four party
pure state ρABER and the chain rule
IðA1   An;BjEÞρ ¼
Xn
i¼1
IðAi;BjEAi−11 Þρ; ð9Þ
for Ai−11 ≔ A1   Ai−1. The latter means that we can think
of the correlations between A1   An and B, as observed by
E, being built up one system at a time.
We would like to emphasize again that deconstruction
and conditional erasure protocols are more delicate than
standard decoupling, the latter sometimes described as
having the relatively indiscriminate goal of destruction
[38]. That is, a straightforward application of the
decoupling method is too blunt of a tool to apply in a
state deconstruction protocol. Applying it naively would
result in the annihilation of correlations such that if
correlations between systems B and E were present before-
hand, they would be destroyed.
Previous work.—Our results are to be contrasted with the
previous works of del Rio et al. [36] and Wakakuwa, Soeda,
and Murao [39]. In Ref. [36] the authors give a conditional
version of Landauer’s erasure principle by showing that the
work cost of resetting the A part of a tripartite pure state
ρABR to ψA ⊗ ρBR with ψA pure, is given by the conditional
entropy HðAjBÞρ. There are various differences with our
setting, but most importantly, we do not demand for the final
state to be pure on A, but only that it is deconstructed as in
Eq. (7) or decoupled and maximally mixed as in Eq. (8).
In Ref. [39] the authors give an extension of the Groisman,
Popescu, andWinter model (1)–(2) to include a third system
E. Their model, called Markovianization cost, is concep-
tually different from our models (5)–(8) in various aspects:
(i) their unitaries only act on A and not on AE (and hence
there is no negligible disturbance condition on BE), (ii) the
resulting state is asked to be close to an exact quantum
Markov state [40] (however, see alsoRef. [41]), and (iii) there
is no catalytic ancilla register. Whereas the converse from
Proposition 2 holds for their model as well [41], the CQMI
cannot be achieved: the different condition (i) accounts for
a strictly larger optimal rate function based on the Koashi-
Imoto decomposition [42] (at least for pure states). This
proves that the CQMI cannot be achieved without having
access to the E system (which is actually even true in the
classical case [43]). The result of Wakakuwa, Soeda, and
Murao is motivated from questions in distributed computa-
tion [44] but has the disadvantage that the Koashi-Imoto
decomposition is not continuous in the state.We consider our
models to be the most natural and refer to our companion
paper [43] for an extended discussion.
Converse.—We only need to prove that the deconstruc-
tion cost of tripartite states is lower bounded by its CQMI
since we have CðA;BjEÞρ ≥ DðA;BjEÞρ. For that we make
use of standard entropy inequalities and some properties of
the FoR that are similar to the CQMI. In particular, the FoR
is self-dual [25] (Prop. 4),
FðA;BjEÞρ ¼ FðA;BjRÞρ for ρABER pure; ð10Þ
and multiplicative on tensor-product states [45] (Prop. 2).
Proposition 2.—For any tripartite quantum state ρABE:
DðA;BjEÞρ ≥ IðA;BjEÞρ:
Proof.—Given an ancilla state θA0 and a set of unitaries
fUiAA0EgMi¼1 leading to ωAA0BE as in (6), we define an
extended ancilla state θA0A0
1
A0
2
≔ θA0 ⊗ τA0
1
A0
2
with each τA0i
maximally mixed of dimension
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
p
[46], and apply the
unitaries UiAA0E controlled on an orthonormal basis of
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maximally entangled states of A01A
0
2. When tracing over A
0
2,
the resulting state is given by ωAA0BE ⊗ τA0
1
with ωAA0BE
from (6). Now, by the multiplicativity of the FoR
we have FðAA0A01;BjEÞω⊗τ ¼ FðAA0;BjEÞω, and hence
we find that any lower bound on the size of the system A02
that has to be traced out in order to fulfill the conditions (7)
for ωAA0BE, automatically gives a lower bound on the
number M of unitaries needed. To find a lower bound
on jA02j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
p
, we start with
nIðA;BjEÞρ ¼ IðAnA0A01A02En;BnÞρ⊗n⊗θ − IðBn;EnÞρ⊗n
which follows because the CQMI is additive with respect to
tensor-product states, invariant with respect to tensoring in
a product state, and because of the CQMI chain rule (9).
Now, we employ that the QMI is invariant with respect to
local unitaries and that the QMI is continuous in the sense
that
−IðBn;EnÞρ⊗n ≲ −IðBn;EnÞω;
with≲ denoting an inequality that holds up to terms having
order n
ﬃﬃ
ε
p
. From a dimension upper bound on the QMI
(see, e.g., [47]), we then get
nIðA;BjEÞρ ≲ IðAnA0A01En;BnÞω⊗τ þ 2 log jA02j:
Again using the additivity of the CQMI with respect to
tensor-product states and the CQMI chain rule (9), we find
that IðAnA0A01En;BnÞω⊗τ ¼ IðAnA0;BnjEnÞω. The claim
follows by the converse of (4), using, e.g., [[48] Prop.
35], FðAnA0;BnjEnÞω → 1 implies IðAnA0;BnjEnÞω → 0
and by taking the limits n→ ∞ and ε → 0.
Achievability: We only need to prove that the conditional
erasure cost of tripartite states is upper bounded by its
CQMI since we have DðA;BjEÞρ ≤ CðA;BjEÞρ.
Proposition 3.—For any tripartite quantum state ρABE:
CðA;BjEÞρ ≤ IðA;BjEÞρ:
We will make crucial use of a previously established
operational interpretation of the CQMI in terms of quantum
state redistribution (QSR) [14]. A QSR protocol begins
with a sender, a receiver, and a reference party sharing
many independent copies of a four party pure state ρABER.
The sender has AE, the receiver R, and the reference party
B. The goal is to use noiseless quantum communication and
entanglement assistance to redistribute the systems such
that the sender ends up with E, the receiver with AR, and
the reference keeps B. We will need the following key
lemma from the follow-up work [49], which shows that
QSR is asymptotically achievable for a quantum commu-
nication rate of 1
2
IðA;BjEÞρ, using entanglement assistance
and a unitary encoder and decoder.
Lemma 4.—[48] (Thm. 3) For every four party pure state
ρABER there exist unitary operations Enc: AnA0En →
A0A¯0En and Dec: A¯0RnR0 → AnR0Rn such that for n →
∞ and maximally entangled states ΦA0R0 and ΦA0R0 of
appropriate dimension,
FðDec∘Encðρ⊗nABER ⊗ ΦA0R0 Þ; ρ⊗nABER ⊗ ΦA0R0Þ→ 1;
with quantum communication ð1=nÞlogjA¯0j→12IðA;BjEÞρ.
We can now prove Proposition 3 by using the QSR
encoder to construct the unitary randomizing channel (5).
Proof of Proposition 3.—Let ρABER be a purification of
ρABE. We will show that there exists an ancilla register θA0
with purification θA0R0 and a unitary operationVAnA0En→A0A¯0En
with AnA0 ≅ A0A¯0, such that for the resulting state
ωA0A¯0BnEnRnR0 ≔ VAnA0En→A0A¯0Enðρ⊗nABER ⊗ θA0R0 Þ ð11Þ
we have in the limit n→ ∞,
FðωA0BnEn ; πA0 ⊗ ωBnEnÞ → 1 and FðωBnEn ; ρ⊗nBEÞ→ 1;
ð12Þ
for the choice ð1=nÞ log jA¯0j → 12 IðA;BjEÞρ. From this we
can pick the unitaries
Ui
AnA0En→A0A¯0En
≔ Wi
A0A¯0En
VAnA0En→A0A¯0En ;
with fWi
A0A¯0En
gjA¯0j2i¼1 a set of Heisenberg-Weyl unitaries that
realizes the partial trace over A¯0, and VAnA0En→A0A¯0En imple-
menting VAnA0En→A0A¯0En . The set of unitaries
fUi
AnA0En→A0A¯0En
gMi¼1 with M ¼ jA¯0j2
then defines a unitary randomizing channel ΛAnA0En→A0A¯0En
as in Eq. (5), with the property
ΛAnA0En→A0A¯0Enðρ⊗nABE ⊗ θA0 Þ ¼ ωA0BnEn ⊗ τA¯0 ;
and ωA0BnEn from Eq. (11). With Eq. (12), this implies the
claim.Now, forVAnA0En→A0A¯0En, we pick theQSR encoder for
ρABER from Lemma 4,
VAnA0En→A0A¯0En ≔ EncAnA0En→A0A¯0En;
and furthermore we set θA0R0 ≔ ΦA0R0 maximally entangled.
By Lemma 4 and the monotonicity of the fidelity
under quantum channels we have FðωBnEn; ρ⊗nBEÞ → 1. By
the same monotonicity and the triangle inequality for
any fidelity based metric, Lemma 4 implies FðωA0BnEn;
πA0 ⊗ ωBnEnÞ → 1. □
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Discussion.—The converse bound in Proposition 2
together with the achievability bound in Proposition 3
provide a proof of our main result (Theorem 1). This
establishes the CQMI as an operational measure for the
correlations between A and B from the perspective of E.
Our result can alternatively be read as a conditional
decoupling theorem and hence provides a conceptually
new extension of the decoupling approach to quantum
information theory. The power of decoupling lies in a
fundamental monogamy of entanglement type duality that
allows us to retrieve quantum information from a purifying
reference system if and only if it is decoupled [30–34].
In that sense, just as the Groisman, Popescu, and Winter
destruction of bipartite correlations is dual to coherent
quantum state merging [8,38,50], in our case we can make
use of QSR, and in our companion paper [43] we even show
that the task of conditional erasure is equivalent to QSR. We
emphasize that our negligible disturbance condition (ii) is
exactly crucial for this duality towork in the tripartite setting.
More generally, the decoupling technique has numerous
applications in areas as different as cryptography [35],
quantum thermodynamics [36,37], black hole radiation [9–
11], or many body quantum physics [12]. Hence, we expect
our setting of conditional decoupling to have many more
applications. In particular, since the CQMI serves as a
measure for topological order [27,28,51], it would be
interesting to further explore this connection in terms of
our findings. Another interesting avenue to explore on the
information theory side is the connection of our conditional
decoupling models to channel resolvability and wiretap
channels (see, e.g., Refs. [52,53], Secs. 9.4 and 9.5 in
Ref. [52]). Finally, the CQMI is also the basis of the
correlation measures squashed entanglement [54] and
quantum discord [55], and, hence, our result has immediate
consequences for the study of these quantities. We discuss
this in our companion paper [43].
Conclusion.—We presented new operational interpreta-
tions of the CQMI as the deconstruction and conditional
erasure cost of tripartite quantum states. Concerning open
questions we would like to understand if the use of the
catalytic ancillary register A0 is strictly necessary for
achieving the CQMI. In our companion paper [43], we
show that for conditional erasure, our achievability result
with a maximally mixed register A0 of rate
1
n
log jA0j → max

1
2
IðA∶EÞρ −
1
2
IðA∶RÞρ; 0

for ρABER pure;
is also optimal. However, for achieving the CQMI in state
deconstruction only, the ancilla register might not be
needed at all. We note that in the special case of
Groisman, Popescu, andWinter’s model (1)–(2), the ancilla
register A0 is not needed in the asymptotic limit, but it
seems to be useful for deriving tight one-shot bounds [8].
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